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Instructions: 

1. Attempt all the questions. 
2. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 
3. Draw diagrams wherever necessary. 
4. Figure to the right side indicates marks.  
5. Do not write anything in question paper. 

 
Q.1 Attempt all the multiple choice questions given below: 

1. Find the domain of the function defined by f(z)=z/(z+z̅). 
 (a) Im(z)≠0 (c) Im(z)=0 
 (b) Re(z)≠0 (d) Re(z)=0 

2.  For all complex numbers z satisfying Im(z)≠0, if f(z)=z2+z+1 is a real valued 
function, then find its range. 

 (a) (-∞, -1] (c) (-∞, 1/2] 
 (b) (-∞, 1/3) (d) (-∞, 3/4) 
3.  Let f(z)=arg 1/(1 – z), then find the range of f(z) for |z|=1, z≠1. 

 (a) (-∞, π/2) (c) (-∞, ∞) 
 (b) (-π/2, π/2) (d) (0, π/2) 
4 Laplace transform any function changes it domain to s-domain. 

 (a) True (c) not applicable 
 (b) False (d) may or may not 
5 Laplace transform if cos(at)u(t) is? 

 (a) s ⁄ a2+s2 (c) s2 ⁄ a2+s2 
 (b) a ⁄ a2+s2 (d) a2 ⁄ a2+s2 
6 Laplace transform if sin(at)u(t) is? 

 (a) s ⁄ a2+s2 (c) s2 ⁄ a2+s2 
 (b) a ⁄ a2+s2 (d) a2 ⁄ a2+s2 
7 Let f(z)=|1–z|, if zk=cos(2kπ/10)+isin(2kπ/10), then find the value of 

f(z1)×f(z2)×…×f(z9). 
 (a)10 (c)20 
 (b)15 (d)30 
8 Define f(z)=z2+bz−1=0 and g(z)=z2+z+b=0. If there exists α satisfying 

f(α)=g(α)=0, which of the following cannot be a value of b? 

 (a) √3i (c)0 
 (b) -√3i (d) √3i/2 
9 Decision Control Statement in C can be implemented using 

 (a) if (c) Conditional operator 

 (b) If-else (d) All of the above 
10 The conditional operator are also known as 

 (a) Relational operator (c) Ternary operator 

 (b) Binary operator (d) Chary operator 
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11 If you have to make decision based on multiple choices, which of the 
following is best suited? 

 (a) if (c) Conditional operator 

 (b) If-else (d) All of the above 
12 How do you instantiate an array in Java? 

 (a) int arr[] = new int(3); (c) int arr[] = new int[3]; 
 (b) int arr[]; (d) int arr() = new int(3); 

13 When does the Array Index Out Of Bounds Exception occur 

 (a) Compile-time (c) Not an error 
 (b) Run-time (d) Not an exception at all 

14 Which of the following concepts make extensive use of arrays? 

 (a) Binary trees   (c) Caching 
 (b) scheduling of processes (d)Spatial locality 

 

  

Q-2Attempt any four questions of the following:                                                        08 

1) find the real and imaginary part of  F(z) = Z2 
2) give the statement of Cauchy’s integral formula 
3) find the Laplace transform for F(t) = e-at 
4) find the Laplace liners transformation for given function  F(t) = tk 
5) write the uses of arrays 
6) how many loops are there in “C” 

 

Q-3Attempt any six questions of the following                                                           18 

1) find R (-1/2) and R(5) for  F(z)=  

2)  along a straight line parallel to the x axis 

3) find the Lplace transform for F(t) = e-iat 
4) find the Laplace liners transformation for given function  L(f) = t sin at  
5) solve the Laplace transform for this equation  y”+4y’+4y = t2 e-2t 
6) Explain nesting with suitable examples. 
7) Explain the while statement. 
8) Note on arithmetic operation on characters series of words from a terminal. 

 

Q-4Attempt any six questions of the following:                                                     30 

 
 

1) find nonperiodic function as Fourier intregal 
f(x)= 1, -1<x<1 
         0,  /x/ > 1 

2) Evaluate   using residue theorem. 

3) solve the equation by using convolution method  y”+3y’+2y =  e-t 
4) solve the equation by using convolution method  y”-6y’+9y =  te3t 
5) Explain the do statement. 
6) Explain two dimensional arrays. 
7) Write program to calculate the standard deviation of an array of value. 
8) Explain declaring and initializing string variable. 
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